A field for which a first priority level that has been set is the same as a second priority level that is stored in a priority level storage portion is specified as an update field from among a plurality of fields that have been defined in a content that is stored in a data storage portion. At least one character that is contained in the update field is updated in the specified order. A level of the second priority level is lowering by one level in a case where a character rollover has occurred during the updating of the at least one character. Printable data for the content in which the at least one character has been updated is created in a case where the character rollover has not occurred during the updating of the at least one character. The update field is specified every time the second priority level that is stored in the priority level storage portion is lowered.
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BACKGROUND

[0002] The present disclosure relates to a data creation device that is configured to create data for printing content that contains characters that have a specified order, like numerals, alphabetic characters, and Japanese syllabic characters, as well as to a computer-readable medium that stores a data creation program.

[0003] A printer is known that is provided with a numbering function that sequentially updates a numbering character string and prints the updated character string on a tape. The numbering character string is configured from characters that have a specified order, as do alphabetic characters and Japanese syllabic characters.

SUMMARY

[0004] In the tape printer that is provided with the numbering function, in a case where content is printed in which a plurality of numbering character strings are respectively positioned in a plurality of fields, it is conceivable that the numbering character string in each of the fields will be updated and printed. In that case, the known numbering function treats the numbering character string in each of the fields as an independent numbering character string. For example, in a case where the numbering character string in each of the fields is made up of numerals, the known numbering function increments the numerals in all of the fields at the same time.

[0005] In some cases, a user may want the numbering character strings that are respectively positioned in the plurality of fields to be linked with one another and updated sequentially when the content is printed. For example, in some cases, among the numerals that are positioned in the individual fields, the user may want to increment a numeral in a low-priority field only in a case where a numeral in a high-priority field has rolled over. It is difficult to implement this sort of numbering with the known numbering function.

[0006] Various embodiments of the broad principles derived herein provide a data creation device that is configured to create data for printing content in which characters that are positioned in a plurality of fields are linked with one another and updated sequentially, and also provide a computer-readable medium that stores a data creation program.

[0007] Various embodiments herein provide a data creation device that includes a data storage portion, a priority level storage portion, a processor, and a memory. The data storage portion is configured to store content. A plurality of fields are defined in the content. Each of the fields contains at least one character. The at least one character has a regularity that makes it possible for the at least one character to be repeatedly updated in a specified order. A first priority level is set for each one of the plurality of fields. A priority level storage portion is configured to store a second priority level. The memory is configured to store computer-readable instructions. When executed by the processor, the computer-readable instructions cause the processor to perform the steps of specifying as an update field, from among the plurality of fields that have been defined in the content that is stored in the data storage portion, a field for which the first priority level that has been set is the same as the second priority level that is stored in the priority level storage portion, updating the at least one character that is contained in the update field to at least one character that is determined by advancing a value of the at least one character in the specified order, lowering a level of the second priority level that is stored in the priority level storage portion by one level, in a case where a character rollover has occurred during the updating of the at least one character, and creating printable data for the content in which the at least one character has been updated, in a case where the character rollover has not occurred during the updating of the at least one character. The character rollover is the reverting of the value of the at least one character from the last value to the first value in the specified order. The computer-readable instructions cause the processor to perform the specifying of the update field every time the second priority level that is stored in the priority level storage portion is lowered.

Various embodiments also provide a non-transitory computer-readable medium that stores a data creation program that includes computer-readable instructions to be executed by a processor of a data creation device. The data creation device is configured to access a data storage portion and a priority level storage portion. The data storage portion is configured to store content. A plurality of fields is defined in the content. Each of the fields contains at least one character. The at least one character has a regularity that makes it possible for the at least one character to be repeatedly updated in a specified order. A first priority level is set for each one of the plurality of fields. The priority level storage portion is configured to store a second priority level. When executed by the processor, the computer-readable instructions cause the processor to perform the steps of specifying as an update field, from among the plurality of fields that have been defined in the content that is stored in the data storage portion, a field for which the first priority level that has been set is the same as the second priority level that is stored in the priority level storage portion, updating the at least one character that is contained in the update field to at least one character that is determined by advancing a value of the at least one character in the specified order, lowering a level of the second priority level that is stored in the priority level storage portion by one level, in a case where a character rollover has occurred during the updating of the at least one character, and creating printable data for the content in which the at least one character has been updated, in a case where the character rollover has not occurred during the updating of the at least one character. The character rollover is the reverting of the value of the at least one character from the last value to the first value in the specified order. The computer-readable instructions cause the processor to perform the specifying of the update field every time the second priority level that is stored in the priority level storage portion is lowered.

BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF THE DRAWINGS

[0009] Embodiments of the present disclosure will be described below in detail with reference to the accompanying drawings in which:

[0010] FIG. 1 is an oblique view of a tape printer in a state in which a cover is closed;
[0011] FIG. 2 is an oblique view of the tape printer and a tape cassette in a state in which the cover is open;

[0012] FIG. 3 is a block diagram that shows an electrical configuration of the tape printer;

[0013] FIG. 4 is a specific example of an edit screen according to a first embodiment;

[0014] FIG. 5 is a flowchart of numbered printing processing according to the first embodiment;

[0015] FIG. 6 is an example of creation of a label on which content is printed;

[0016] FIG. 7 is a specific example of an edit screen according to a second embodiment;

[0017] FIG. 8 is a flowchart of numbered printing processing according to the second embodiment;

[0018] FIG. 9 is a flowchart of numbering by field processing; and

[0019] FIG. 10 is an example of creation of a label on which content is printed.

DETAILED DESCRIPTION

[0020] Hereinafter, embodiments of the present disclosure will be explained with reference to the drawings. Note that the referenced drawings are used for explaining technological features that the present disclosure can utilize, and device configurations and the like that are shown in the drawings are merely explanatory examples that do not serve to restrict the content of the present disclosure.

[0021] A first embodiment of the present disclosure will be explained. The overall configuration of a tape printer 1 will be explained with reference to FIGS. 1 and 2. In the explanation that follows, the upper right side, the lower left side, the right side, the upper left side, the top side, and the bottom side in FIGS. 1 and 2 respectively define the rear side, the front side, the right side, the left side, the top side, and the bottom side of the tape printer 1.

[0022] As shown in FIG. 1, a keyboard 3 for inputting characters (text characters, symbols, numerals, and the like) is provided on the top face of the tape printer 1. A function key cluster 4 that includes a power switch, operation keys, cursor keys, and the like is provided to the rear of the keyboard 3 (the upper right side in the drawings). The operation keys include a print key, a text key, an enter key, an escape key, a delete all key, a cancel key, and the like, which will be described later. In the explanation that follows, the keyboard 3 and the function key cluster 4 will be called an operation portion 2 when they are referenced collectively.

[0023] A display 5 is provided to the rear of the function key cluster 4. A cover 6 that can be opened and closed is provided in the rear portion of the top face of the printer 1. A tape tray 7 that receives a printed tape that has been cut by a cutting mechanism (not shown in the drawings) that will be described later is provided at the left rear corner of the printer 1.

[0024] As shown in FIG. 2, a cassette mounting portion 8 into and from which a tape cassette 30 is mounted in and removed is formed to the rear of the display 5. The tape cassette 30 in the present embodiment includes a cassette case that is a substantially rectangular three-dimensional (box-shaped) housing, in the interior of which are contained a tape, an ink ribbon, and the like. Using the tape cassette 30 that is mounted in the cassette mounting portion 8, the tape printer 1 performs the printing of characters that have been input through the keyboard 3.

[0025] A tape drive shaft 11 for transporting the tape, a ribbon winding shaft 9 for winding up the used ink ribbon, a thermal head 10 (refer to FIG. 3) that prints the characters, and the like are provided in the cassette mounting portion 8. In the present embodiment, the thermal head 10 uses the ink ribbon that has not yet been used to perform the printing on the tape that is being transported. The cutting mechanism (not shown in the drawings) that cuts the printed tape is provided on the downstream side of the thermal head 10 in relation to the direction in which the tape is transported.

[0026] An electrical configuration of the tape printer 1 will be explained with reference to FIG. 3. As shown in FIG. 3, the tape printer 1 is provided with a control circuit 400 that is formed on a control circuit board. The control circuit 400 is provided with a CPU 401, a ROM 402, a CGROM 403, a RAM 404, a flash memory 410 an input/output interface 411, and the like, which are connected to one another through data buses.

[0027] Various types of programs and the like that the CPU 401 executes in order to control the printer 1 are stored in the ROM 402. Printing dot pattern data for printing the characters are stored in the CGROM 403. A plurality of storage areas, such as a text memory, a print buffer, and the like, are provided in the RAM 404. Various types of setting values that will be described later (a current priority level y, a character rollover counter k, an update quantity p) are stored in the RAM 404. Content that has been printed by the tape printer 1 in the past is stored in the flash memory 410. In the present embodiment, the content is in the form of image data files that contain characters (for example, numerals, alphabetic characters, Japanese syllabic characters, and the like) that have a regularity that makes it possible for them to be repeatedly updated in a specified order.

[0028] The operation portion 2, a liquid crystal display circuit (L.C.D.) 405, drive circuits 406, 407, 408, and the like are connected to the input/output interface 411. The liquid crystal display circuit (L.C.D.) 405 has a video RAM (not shown in the drawings) for outputting display data to the display 5. The drive circuit 406 is an electronic circuit for operating the thermal head 10. The drive circuit 407 is an electronic circuit for operating a tape feed motor 24 that rotates the ribbon winding shaft 9 and the tape drive shaft 11. The drive circuit 408 is an electronic circuit for operating a cutter motor 25 that drives the cutting mechanism (not shown in the drawings).

[0029] Numbered printing according to the first embodiment will be explained with reference to FIGS. 4 to 6. Numbered printing is an operation that successively updates (that is, increments the numbering in) numbering character strings that are included in the content, following a specified order, and successively prints a plurality of content items that have been updated.

[0030] In the present embodiment, a user uses the operation portion 2 to designate the content, among the content that is stored in the flash memory 410, for which the numbered printing is to be performed. The user sets numbering fields for the designated content. The numbering fields are fields that each contain a numbering character string that is configured from characters, among the characters that are included in the content, that are subject to numbering. The user also sets a priority level for each of the designated numbering fields. The priority level indicates the order in which the numbering will be performed.

[0031] For example, if the user designates content 110 (refer to FIG. 4) as the content for which the numbered printing is to be performed, the designated content 110 is read into the
RAM 404 from the flash memory 410. As shown in FIG. 4, an edit screen 100 for editing the designated content 110 is displayed on the display 5. For example, the user may use the operation portion 2 to define four numbering fields 111 to 114 in the content 110. Each one of the numbering fields 111 to 114 contains a numbering character string that is configured from two numerals. The user also uses the operation portion 2 to set the priority levels for each of the numbering fields 111 to 114.

In the present embodiment, the user can set three priority levels: “highest priority”, “next highest priority”, and “no priority”. The “highest priority” setting is the highest priority level. The “next highest priority” setting is one level lower than the highest priority level. The “no priority” setting is one level lower than the next highest priority level. As an example, take a case in which the user sets the numbering fields 111, 112 to “highest priority” and sets the numbering fields 113, 114 to “next highest priority”. The numbering fields 111 to 114 that the user has set, along with their priority levels, are stored in the RAM 404 in association with the content 110.

After setting the numbering fields and their priority levels, the user uses the operation portion 2 to designate a number of rounds of printing and to issue a command to start the numbered printing. Based on the current content, the CPU 401 performs numbered printing processing, which will be explained below. The current content is the content that is stored in the RAM 404 and for which the numbered printing is to be performed.

The numbered printing processing in the first embodiment will be explained with reference to FIG. 5. In the numbered printing processing that is shown in FIG. 5, first, the content is printed (Step S1). Specifically, print data are created based on the current content. The current content is then printed on the tape based on the print data that have been created. A label on which the current content has been printed is then created by cutting the printed tape.

Next, the various setting values (the current priority level y, the character rollover counter k, the update quantity p) that are stored in the RAM 404 are initialized (Step S3). The current priority level y indicates the current field. The current field is the numbering field that is the object of the processing. The character rollover counter k indicates the number of times that character rollover, which will be described later, has occurred in the current character string. The current character string is the numbering character string that is contained in the current field. At Step S3 in the present embodiment, the current priority level y is set to the highest priority, and the character rollover counter k is set to “0”.

The update quantity p indicates the amount by which the current character string will be advanced in the specified order. In the present embodiment, the numbering character string that is contained in the numbering field for which the highest priority level has been set is updated by one character’s worth in one round of numbering. For example, in a case where the numbering character string is made up of numerals, the numbering character string is incremented by 1 in one round of numbering. In a case where the numbering character string is made up of alphabetic characters (or Japanese syllabic characters), the numbering character string is updated to the next character in alphabetical order (or Japanese syllabic order) in one round of numbering. Therefore, at Step S3 in the present embodiment, the update quantity p is set to “1”.

After the content is printed, a determination is made as to whether or not the printing has been performed for the number of rounds that the user designated (Step S5). In a case where the number of times that the printing has been performed at Step S1 has not reached the designated number of rounds, a determination is made that the printing has not been performed for the designated number of rounds (NO at Step 5). In that case, a numbering field is specified (Step S7). Specifically, the numbering fields that are contained in the current content are searched in the order of the characters that are contained in the current content, and one of the numbering fields that is contained in the current content is found and specified. A determination is made as to whether or not the priority level of the specified numbering field is the same as the current priority level y (Step S9).

In a case where the priority level of the specified numbering field is the same as the current priority level y (YES at Step S9), the specified numbering field is set as the current field. Next, the character rollover string is updated based on the update quantity p (Step S11). The character string is thus updated to a character string that is determined by advancing the characters by the specified quantity in the specified order. For example, in a case where the current character string is made up of numerals, the current character string is updated to the numerical value that is determined by advancing (adding to) the numerals in ascending order by the update quantity p.

Next, a determination is made as to whether or not the character rollover has occurred in the current character string (Step S13). Character rollover is what happens when the character that is advanced in the current character string is changed from the last value to the first value in the specified order. For example, in a case where the current character string is a two-digit number, character rollover is what happens in an overflow situation where the current character string is advanced from “99”, which is the last value in ascending order, to “00”, which is the first value. In a case where character rollover has occurred in the current character string (YES at Step S13), the number of character rollovers is added to the character rollover counter k (Step S15).

In a case where the priority level that has been set for the specified numbering field is not the same as the current priority level y (NO at Step S9), a determination is made as to whether or not a next numbering field exists (Step S17). The processing also advances to Step S17 in a case where character rollover has not occurred in the current character string (NO at Step S13), as well as after Step S15 is performed. In a case where a next numbering field exists (YES at Step S17), that case, the processing returns to Step S7. In this manner, all of the numbering fields that correspond to the current priority level y are processed, and their numbering character strings are updated based on the update quantity p (Step S11), and in a case where character rollover has occurred, the character rollover counter k is incremented (Step S15).

In a case where a next numbering field does not exist (NO at Step S17), a determination is made as to whether or not the value of the character rollover counter k is not less than “1” (Step S19). In a case where the value of the character rollover counter k is less than “1” (YES at Step S19), the current priority level y is set to a priority level that is one step lower (Step S21). The update quantity p is updated to the same value as the character rollover counter k (Step S23). The character rollover counter k is updated to “0” (Step S25). Then the processing returns to Step S7.
[0042] Thus, in a case where character rollover has occurred in a numbering field that corresponds to the current priority level y, a numbering field that corresponds to the priority level that is one step lower than the current priority level y is set as the current field (Step S7; YES at Step S9). The numbering character string in the current field is updated based on the update quantity p, which has the same value as the character rollover counter k (Step S11), and in a case where further character rollover has occurred, the character rollover counter k is updated (Step S15).

[0043] In a case where the value of the character rollover counter k is less than 1 (NO at Step S19), character rollover has not occurred in any of the numbering fields that correspond to the current priority level y. In that case, the processing returns to Step S1. Thus the content for which the numbering character strings have been updated one time is printed on the tape (Step S1). The updating of the numbering character strings is then performed in the same manner as described above, based on the updated content.

[0044] The processing that is described above is performed repeatedly until the number of times that Step S1 has been performed reaches the designated number of rounds. In a case where the number of times that Step S1 has been performed has reached the designated number of rounds, a determination is made that the printing has been performed for the designated number of rounds that the user designated (YES at Step S5). In that case, the numbered printing processing is terminated. In this manner, a plurality of content items in which the numbering character strings have been updated as many times as the designated number of printing rounds are printed on the tape, and a plurality of labels are created, on each of which one content item is printed.

[0045] A specific example of the numbered printing processing that is shown in FIG. 5 will be explained with reference to FIG. 6. Hereinafter, an example will be explained in which the user has issued the command to perform the numbered printing, starting the printing with the content 110 that is shown in FIG. 4, and has designated 4 as the number of printing rounds.

[0046] When the numbered printing processing (FIG. 5) is started, first, a first label is created by printing the content 110 that is shown in FIG. 4 (Step S1). Next, the setting values are initialized (Step S3). The numbering field 111 is specified, for which the priority level is "highest priority", the same as the current priority level y (Step S7; YES at Step S9). The character string "98" in the numbering field 111 is updated to "99" by adding the update quantity p “1” to it (Step S11). Then the numbering field 112 is specified, for which the priority level is "highest priority", the same as the current priority level y (YES at Step S17; Step S7; YES at Step S9). The character string "98" in the numbering field 112 is updated to "99" by adding the update quantity p “1” to it (Step S11).

[0047] Character rollover has not occurred in either one of the numbering fields 111, 112, so the value of the character rollover counter k is "0" (NO at Step S13; NO at Step S17; NO at Step S19). A second label is created by printing the content 110, in which the character strings in the numbering fields 111, 112 have both been updated to "99" (Step S1).

[0048] Next, the numbering field 111 is specified, for which the priority level is "highest priority", the same as the current priority level y (Step S7; YES at Step S9). The character string "99" in the numbering field 111 is updated to "90" by adding the update quantity p “1” to it (Step S11). Character rollover occurred once in the character string (YES at Step S13), so the character rollover counter k is incremented and becomes "1" (Step S15). The numbering field 112 is then specified, for which the priority level is "highest priority", the same as the current priority level y (Step S7; YES at Step S9). The character string "99" in the numbering field 112 is updated to "00" by adding the update quantity p “1” to it (Step S11). Character rollover occurred once in the character string (YES at Step S13), so the character rollover counter k is incremented and becomes "2" (Step S15).

[0049] The character rollover counter k is not less than "1" (NO at Step S17; YES at Step S19), so the current priority level y is set one step lower to "next highest priority" (Step S21). The update quantity p is updated to "2" the same value as the character rollover counter k (Step S23). The character rollover counter k is updated to “0” (Step S25). Next, the numbering field 113 is specified, for which the priority level is "next highest priority", the same as the current priority level y (Step S7; YES at Step S9). The character string "02" in the numbering field 113 is updated to "04" by adding the update quantity p “2” to it (Step S11). The numbering field 114 is then specified, for which the priority level is "next highest priority", the same as the current priority level y (Step S7; YES at Step S9). The character string "03" in the numbering field 114 is updated to "05" by adding the update quantity p “2” to it (Step S11).

[0050] Character rollover has not occurred in either one of the numbering fields 113, 114, so the value of the character rollover counter k is "0" (NO at Step S13; NO at Step S17; NO at Step S19). A third label is created by printing the content 110, in which the character strings in the numbering fields 111 to 114 have respectively been updated to "00", "00", "04", "05" (Step S1). The setting values are initialized, so that the current priority level y, the character rollover counter k, and the update quantity p revert to their initial values (Step S3).

[0051] Next, the numbering field 111 is specified, for which the priority level is "highest priority", the same as the current priority level y (Step S7; YES at Step S9). The character string "00" in the numbering field 111 is updated to "01" by adding the update quantity p “1” to it (Step S11). The character string "00" in the numbering field 112 is updated to "01" in the same manner. Character rollover has not occurred in either one of the numbering fields 111, 112 (NO at Step S13; NO at Step S17; NO at Step S19), so a fourth label is created by printing the content 110, in which the character strings in the numbering fields 111, 112 have both been updated to "01" (Step S1). Once the fourth label has been created (YES at Step S5), the numbered printing processing is terminated.

[0052] A second embodiment of the present disclosure will be explained. In the explanation that follows, the same reference numerals will be used and explanations will be omitted for configurations and processing that are the same as in the first embodiment, and only those points that are different from the first embodiment will be explained.

[0053] For example, if the user designates content 120 (refer to FIG. 7) as the content for which the numbered printing is to be performed, the designated content 120 is read into the RAM 404 from the flash memory 410. As shown in FIG. 7, the edit screen 100 for editing the designated content 120 is displayed on the display 5. For example, the user may use the operation portion 2 to define three numbering fields 121 to 123 in the content 120. The numbering fields 121 to 123 contain numbering character strings of two numerals, four numerals, and three numerals, respectively.
The user uses the operation portion 2 to set the priority levels for each of the numbering fields 121 to 123. As an example, take a case in which the user sets the numbering field 121 to the “next highest priority”, the numbering field 122 to the “highest priority”, and the numbering field 123 to “no priority”.

The user also uses the operation portion 2 to set a non-updatable field. The non-updatable field indicates characters, among the plurality of the characters that are contained in a numbering field, for which updating is prohibited. As an example, the user sets a non-updatable field 129 that contains the second and third characters within the numbering field 122. The numbering fields 121 to 123, their priority levels, and the non-updatable field 129 are stored in the RAM 404 in association with the content 120.

After setting the numbering fields, the priority levels, and the non-updatable field, the user uses the operation portion 2 to designate the number of printing rounds and to issue a command to start the numbered printing. Based on the current content in the RAM 404, the CPU 401 performs the numbered printing processing that is explained below.

The numbered printing processing in the second embodiment will be explained with reference to FIGS. 8 and 9. In the numbered printing processing that is shown in FIG. 8, the printing of the content is performed in the same manner as in the first embodiment (Step S1). The various setting values that are stored in the RAM 404 are initialized (Step S3).

In the present embodiment, the numbering character strings that are contained in the numbering fields for which the highest priority level has been set are each updated by two characters’ worth in one round of numbering. For example, in a case where the numbering character string is made up of numbers, the numbering character string is incremented by “2” in one round of numbering. In a case where the numbering character string is made up of alphabetic characters (or Japanese syllabic characters), the numbering character string is advanced by two characters in alphabetical order (or Japanese syllabic order) in one round of numbering. Therefore, at Step S3 in the present embodiment, the update quantity p is set to “2”.

Next, a determination is made as to whether or not the printing has been performed for the number of rounds that the user designated (Step S5). In a case where the printing has not been performed for the designated number of rounds (NO at Step 5) a numbering field is specified (Step S7). In a case where the priority level that has been set for the specified numbering field is the same as the current priority level y (YES at Step S9), numbering by field processing is performed (Step S31).

As shown in FIG. 9, in the numbering by field processing, first, the lowest-order character is set as the current character (Step S51). The lowest-order character is the character that is in the lowest-order position in the string of characters that make up the current character string. Next, a determination is made as to whether or not the current character is in a non-updatable field (Step S53). In a case where the current character is in a non-updatable field (YES at Step S53), a determination is made as to whether or not the current character is the highest-order character (Step S55). The highest-order character is the character that is in the highest-order position in the string of characters that make up the current character string.

In a case where the current character is not the highest-order character (NO at Step S55), the next-highest-order character is set as the current character (Step S57). Then the processing returns to Step S53. The result of the repeated performing of Steps S53 to S57 is that the lowest-order character that is not in a non-updatable field in the current character string is set as the current character. In contrast, in a case where the current character is the highest-order character (YES at Step S55), the numbering by field processing is terminated, and the processing returns to the numbered printing processing (FIG. 8).

In a case where the current character is not in a non-updatable field (NO at Step S53), the current character is updated based on the update quantity p (Step S59). The current character is thus updated to a character that is determined by advancing it by the specified quantity in the specified order. For example, in a case where every character that makes up the current character string is a numeral, the current character is updated to the numeral that is determined by advancing (adding to) the numeral in ascending order by the update quantity p.

Next, a determination is made as to whether or not character rollover has occurred for the current character (Step S61). For example, in a case where every character that makes up the current character string is a numeral, character rollover is what happens in an overflow situation where the current character is advanced from “9”, which is the last value in ascending order, to “0”, which is the first value. In a case where character rollover has occurred for the current character (YES at Step S61), a determination is made as to whether or not the current character is the highest-order character (Step S63).

In a case where the current character is not the highest-order character (NO at Step S63), the next-highest-order character is set as the current character (Step S65). A determination is made as to whether or not the current character is in a non-updatable field (Step S67). In a case where the current character is in a non-updatable field (YES at Step S67), the processing returns to Step S63. In a case where the current character is not in a non-updatable field (NO at Step S67), the current character is updated in accordance with the number of times that character rollover occurred at Step S59 (Step S69). For example, in a case where every character that makes up the current character string is a numeral, the number of times that character rollover has occurred is added to the current character. Then the processing returns to Step S61. Thus, in a case where character rollover has occurred for any character other than the highest-order character, the lowest-order character that is not in a non-updatable field, among the characters that are of a higher order than the current character, is updated in accordance with the number of times that character rollover has occurred.

In a case where the current character is the highest-order character (YES at Step S63), the number of times that character rollover has occurred is added to the character rollover counter k (Step S71). Thus, in a case where character rollover has occurred for the highest-order character among the characters that are not in a non-updatable field, the character rollover counter k is incremented in accordance with the number of times that character rollover has occurred. Then the numbering by field processing is terminated, and the processing returns to the numbered printing processing (FIG. 8).
As shown in FIG. 8, in a case where the priority level that has been set for the specified numbering field is not the same as the current priority level (NO at Step S9), as well as after Step S31 is performed, a determination is made as to whether or not a next numbering field exists (Step S17). The subsequent processing (Steps S19 to S25) is the same as in the first embodiment, so an explanation will be omitted.

A specific example of the numbered printing processing that is shown in FIGS. 8 and 9 will be explained with reference to FIG. 10. Hereinafter, an example will be explained in which the user has issued the command to perform the numbered printing, starting the printing with the content 120 that is shown in FIG. 7, and has designated 4 as the number of printing rounds.

When the numbered printing processing (FIG. 8) is started, first, a first label is created by printing the content 120 that is shown in FIG. 7 (Step S1). Next, the setting values are initialized (Step S3). The numbering field 122 is specified, for which the priority level is "highest priority", the same as the current priority level (Step S7, YES at Step S9). The lowest-order character in the numbering field 122 is not in the non-updatable field 129 (NO at Step S33), so the lowest-order character 0" is updated to "8" by adding the update quantity p = 2" to it (Step S59). Character rollover has not occurred for the lowest-order character (NO at Step S61), so the value of the character rollover counter k is "0" (NO at Step S17, NO at Step S59). A second label is created by printing the content 120, in which the character string in the numbering field 122 has been updated to "9008" (Step S1).

Next, the numbering field 122 is specified, for which the priority level is "highest priority", the same as the current priority level (YES at Step S7, S9). The lowest-order character 8" is updated to "0" by adding the update quantity p = 2" to it (NO at Step S53, Step S59). Character rollover has occurred for the lowest-order character (YES at Step S61). The second character and the third character, which are located in the non-updatable field 129, are not updated, so the highest-order character 9" is updated to "0" by adding the number of character rollovers 1" to it (Steps S63 to S69).

Character rollover has now occurred for the highest-order character (YES at Step S61; YES at Step S63), so the character rollover counter k is incremented to 1" (Step S71). The character rollover counter k is not less than 1" (NO at Step S17; YES at Step S19), so the current priority level y is set one step lower to "next highest priority" (Step S21). The update quantity p is updated to 1" the same value as the character rollover counter k (Step S23). The character rollover counter k is updated to 0" (Step S25). Next, the numbering field 121 is specified, for which the priority level is "next highest priority", the same as the current priority level y (Step S7, YES at Step S9). The character string 9" in the numbering field 121 is updated to 0" by adding the update quantity p = 1" to it (Steps S59 to S69).

Character rollover has occurred in the numbering field 121 (YES at Step S61; YES at Step S63), so the character rollover counter k is incremented to 1" (Step S71). The character rollover counter k is not less than 1" (NO at Step S17; YES at Step S19), so the current priority level y is set one step lower to "no priority" (Step S21). The update quantity p is updated to 1" the same value as the character rollover counter k (Step S23). The character rollover counter k is updated to 0" (Step S25).

Next, the numbering field 123 is specified, for which the priority level is "no priority", the same as the current priority level y (Step S7, YES at S9). The character string 01" in the numbering field 123 is updated to 002" by adding the update quantity p = 1" to it (Step S59). Character rollover has not occurred in the numbering field 123 (NO at Step S61; NO at Step S17; NO at Step S19), so a third label is created by printing the content 120, in which the character strings in the numbering fields 121, 122, 123 have respectively been updated to 00", "0000", "002" (Step S1). The setting values are initialized, so that the current priority level y, the character rollover counter k, and the update quantity p revert to their initial values (Step S33).

The next, the numbering field 122 is specified, for which the priority level is "highest priority", the same as the current priority level y (Step S7, YES at Step S9). The lowest-order character 0" is updated to 2" by adding the update quantity p = 2" to it (NO at Step S53, Step S59). Character rollover has not occurred for the lowest-order character (NO at Step S61; NO at Step S17; NO at Step S19), so a fourth label is created by printing the content 120, in which the character string in the numbering field 122 has been updated to "0002" (Step S1). Once the fourth label has been created (YES at Step S55), the numbered printing processing is terminated.

As explained above, according to the first and second embodiments, the numbering fields for which the priority levels that are stored in the RAM 404 have been set are specified based on the content that is stored in the RAM 404 (Steps S7, S9). The characters that are contained in the specified numbering fields are updated to characters that are determined by advancing them by the specified quantities in the specified order (Step S11 or Step S31). In a case where character rollover has occurred during the updating of the characters, the priority level that is stored in the RAM 404 is updated to the priority level that is one step lower (Step S21). In a case where character rollover has not occurred during the updating of the characters, the print data are created for the content in which the characters have been updated (Step S1). Every time the priority level that is stored in the RAM 404 is updated, the fields for which the updated priority level has been set are specified (Steps S21, S7, S9).

Thus, the characters that are contained in the numbering fields are updated in accordance with the specified character order, starting with the numbering fields that have the highest priority level among the plurality of the numbering fields that are contained in the content. More specifically, in a case where character rollover has occurred during the updating of the characters, the characters that are contained in the numbering fields with the next highest priority level are updated in accordance with the specified character order. In a case where character rollover has not occurred during the updating of the characters, the print data are created for the content in which the characters have been updated. Therefore, the print data can be created for a plurality of content items that have been updated sequentially in association with the characters that are located in the plurality of the numbering fields.

In a case where a plurality of the numbering fields for which the same priority level has been set are specified (Steps S7, S9), the characters that are contained in the specified plurality of the numbering fields are updated (Step S11 or Step S31). Thus the print data can be created for content in which numbering has been performed for all of the plurality of the numbering fields that have the same priority level.

The number of times that character rollover has occurred during the updating of the characters is counted.
In a case where the updating is performed for the characters that are contained in the numbering fields for which the priority level is "next highest priority" or "no priority", which are lower than the specific priority level "highest priority", the characters are updated in accordance with the counted number of character rollers (Steps S23, S25, S11). Thus, in a case where character roller has occurred in a numbering field that has a high priority level, the characters that are contained in the numbering fields with lower priority levels can be updated appropriately.

[0078] Based on the content that is stored in the RAM 404, the non-updatable fields, which indicate the character positions for which updating is prohibited, are specified among the plurality of the characters that are contained in the numbering fields (Steps S53, S67). Among the plurality of the characters that are contained in the specified numbering field, the characters that are located in positions other than the specified non-updatable fields are updated (Steps S59, S69). The user is thus freely able to specify, among the characters that are contained in the numbering fields, the characters for which the numbering will be performed and the characters for which the numbering will not be performed.

[0079] In a case where the print data has been created, the priority level that is stored in the RAM 404 is set to the specific priority level "highest priority" (Step S3). Every time that the priority level is set to the specific priority level "highest priority", the numbering fields for which the specific priority level "highest priority" has been set are specified (Step S7). Thus, every time that the print data for one content item are created, the print data can be created for the next content item, in which the numbering is performed on the characters that were contained in the preceding content item.

[0080] The present disclosure is not limited to the embodiments that are described above, and various types of modifications can be made. In the embodiments that are described above, the numbering character strings are made up of pluralities of numerals, but the numbering character strings are not limited to using numerals. The numbering character string needs only to include at least one character that has a regularity that makes it possible for it to be repeatedly updated in a specified order. In the embodiments that are described above, the priority levels are set to the three levels of "highest priority", "next highest priority", and "no priority", but the number of the priority levels may also be two levels or more than three levels. The priority levels may also be expressed in the form of numerals, such as 1 to 5, for example.

[0081] In the first embodiment, the numbering is performed in increments of "1", and in the second embodiment, the numbering is performed in increments of "2", but the update quantity p can also be modified as desired in any one round of the numbering. For example, in a case where the numbering character string that is contained in the content is "5A" and the update quantity p is "5", then in the numbered printing processing (FIG. 5), the lowest-order character is updated by advancing it by five characters in alphabetical order in one round of the numbering. That is, the content is successively updated as "5A", "5F", "5K", "5P", and the like. In a case where the lowest-order character reverts to "A" from "Z" (that is, in a case where character rollover occurs), the numeral that is the highest-order character is incremented by "1".

[0082] The present disclosure is not limited to the tape printer 1 and can also be applied to a device that is configured to create printable data from content that contains characters that have a specified order. For example, the numbering processing (FIG. 5 or FIG. 8) may also be performed by a personal computer, based on an editing program for editing content. In that case, image data of the content in which the characters have been updated may be created as the printable data for the content at Step S1.

[0083] The apparatus and methods described above with reference to the various embodiments are merely examples. It goes without saying that they are not confined to the depicted embodiments. While various features have been described in conjunction with the examples outlined above, various alternatives, modifications, variations, and/or improvements of those features and/or examples may be possible. Accordingly, the examples, as set forth above, are intended to be illustrative. Various changes may be made without departing from the broad spirit and scope of the underlying principles.

What is claimed is:
1. A data creation device, comprising:
   a data storage portion configured to store content, a plurality of fields being defined in the content, each of the fields containing at least one character, the at least one character having a regularity that makes it possible for the at least one character to be repeatedly updated in a specified order, a first priority level being set for each one of the plurality of fields;
   a priority level storage portion configured to store a second priority level;
   a processor; and
   a memory configured to store computer-readable instructions, the computer-readable instructions, when executed by the processor, causing the processor to perform the steps of:
   specifying an update field, from among the plurality of fields that have been defined in the content that is stored in the data storage portion, a field for which the first priority level that has been set is the same as the second priority level that is stored in the priority level storage portion,
   updating the at least one character that is contained in the update field to at least one character that is determined by advancing a value of the at least one character in the specified order,
   lowering a level of the second priority level that is stored in the priority level storage portion by one level, in a case where a character rollover has occurred during the updating of the at least one character, the character rollover being the reverting of the value of the at least one character from the last value to the first value in the specified order, and
   creating printable data for the content in which the at least one character has been updated, in a case where the character rollover has not occurred during the updating of the at least one character, wherein
   the computer-readable instructions cause the processor to perform the specifying of the update field every time the second priority level that is stored in the priority level storage portion is lowered.
2. The data creation device according to claim 1, wherein the updating of the at least one character includes updating the at least one character that is contained in each one of a plurality of update fields in a case where a plurality of fields for which the first priority level that are the same as the second priority level have been set are specified as the plurality of update fields.
3. The data creation device according to claim 1, wherein the updating of the at least one character includes updating the at least one character that is contained in the update field for which the first priority level that is lower than an initial value of the second priority level has been set in accordance with the number of times that the character rollover has occurred during the updating of the at least one character that is contained in the update field for which the first priority level that is one level higher than the second priority level that is stored in the priority level storage portion has been set.

4. The data creation device according to claim 1, wherein the updating of the at least one character includes updating every one of the at least one character, among the at least one character that is contained in the update field, that is located in a position other than a non-updatable field, the non-updatable field being at least one position within the update field, for which position the updating of the at least one character is prohibited.

5. The data creation device according to claim 1, wherein the computer readable instructions, when executed by the processor, further cause the processor to perform the step of: updating the second priority level that is stored in the priority level storage portion to an initial level, in a case where the printable data have been created; and specifying the update field every time the second priority level that is stored in the priority level storage portion is updated to the initial level.

6. A non-transitory computer readable medium storing a data creation program that includes computer readable instructions to be executed by a processor of a data creation device, the data creation device being configured to access a data storage portion and a priority level storage portion, the data storage portion being configured to store content, a plurality of fields being defined in the content, each of the fields containing at least one character, the at least one character having a regularity that makes it possible for the at least one character to be repeatedly updated in a specified order, a first priority level being set for each one of the plurality of fields, the priority level storage portion being configured to store a second priority level, and the computer readable instructions causing the processor to perform the steps of: specifying as an update field, from among the plurality of fields that have been defined in the content that is stored in the data storage portion, a field for which the first priority level that has been set is the same as the second priority level that is stored in the priority level storage portion, updating the at least one character that is contained in the update field to at least one character that is determined by advancing a value of the at least one character by a specific amount in the specified order, and specifying the update field every time the second priority level that is stored in the priority level storage portion is updated to the initial level.

7. The non-transitory computer readable medium according to claim 6, wherein the updating of the at least one character includes updating the at least one character that is contained in each one of a plurality of update fields in a case where a character rollover has occurred during the updating of the at least one character that is contained in the update field for which the first priority level that is lower than the second priority level that is stored in the priority level storage portion has been set.

8. The non-transitory computer readable medium according to claim 6, wherein the updating of the at least one character includes updating the at least one character that is contained in the update field for which the first priority level that is lower than an initial value of the second priority level has been set in accordance with the number of times that the character rollover has occurred during the updating of the at least one character that is contained in the update field for which the first priority level that is one level higher than the second priority level that is stored in the priority level storage portion has been set.

9. The non-transitory computer readable medium according to claim 6, wherein the updating of the at least one character includes updating every one of the at least one character, among the at least one character that is contained in the update field, that is located in a position other than a non-updatable field, the non-updatable field being at least one position within the update field, for which position the updating of the at least one character is prohibited.

10. The non-transitory computer readable medium according to claim 6, wherein the data creation program further includes computer readable instructions that cause the processor to perform the step of: updating the second priority level that is stored in the priority level storage portion to an initial level, in a case where the printable data have been created; and specifying the update field every time the second priority level that is stored in the priority level storage portion is updated to the initial level.